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An artificial tooth-root body, having a male thread part to 
become engaged with a jaw bone and a Supporting Stage for 
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ARTIFICIAL ROOT OF ATOOTH 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

0001) 1. Field of the Invention 
0002 The present invention relates to an artificial root of 
a tooth (dental implant) used for So-called “implant therapy' 
in the field of dental Surgery. More particularly, the present 
invention relates to an artificial root of a tooth which may 
maintain the Stable mounting Status for a long time, after 
implant therapy. 

0003 2. Description of the Related Art 
0004. An example of implant therapy in the dentistry 
field will be first explained with reference to FIG. 6. There 
is a jaw bone 101, into which a hole 103 at a predetermined 
diameter has been drilled, and a female thread part has been 
formed on the Surface of the hole 103. An artificial root of 
a tooth 105 is inserted in the hole 103, and is engaged with 
the hole 103 to be secured thereto. The artificial root of the 
tooth 105 has a male thread part 107 to be engaged with the 
female thread part of the hole 103, and also has a support 
stage 109 formed at the top of thereof. The support stage 109 
has a hole drilled inside, on which Surface a female thread 
part has been formed. 

0005 There is an artificial tooth 111, and a tooth mount 
ing 113, provided with a male thread part formed thereon, 
has been attached to the lower part of the artificial tooth 111. 
Thus, the artificial root of the tooth 105 has been engaged 
with and secured to the jaw bone 101 in advance, and the 
female thread part of the support stage 109 of the artificial 
root of the tooth 105 becomes engaged with the male thread 
part of the tooth mounting 113 of the artificial tooth 111, 
whereby the artificial tooth 111 may be secured to the 
artificial root of the tooth 105. 

0006. However, the above prior art has the following 
disadvantages. 

0007 First, the artificial root of the tooth 105, which was 
once engaged with and Secured to the jaw bone 101, would 
become loosened due to Secular distortion, whereby the 
Secured artificial tooth 111 would become unstable mount 
Ing. 

0008 Second, in order to engage the artificial root of the 
tooth 105 with the hole 103 of the jaw bone 101, the female 
thread part must be formed on the surface of the hole 103, 
which required a complicated, laborious and long-time Sur 
gery treatment. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

0009. It is an object of the present invention to provide an 
artificial root of a tooth, which may maintain the stable 
mounting Status for a long time by preventing the loosening 
due to Secular distortion, and which may reduce the com 
plicated and laborious Surgery treatment, So that the time 
required for therapy may be reduced. 

0.010 To achieve the object mentioned above, according 
to claim 1 of the present invention, there is provided an 
artificial root of a tooth, comprising an artificial root body of 
a tooth provided with a male thread part to be engaged with 
a jaw bone and with a Supporting Stage on which an artificial 
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tooth is mounted, and a Self tapping part provided on the 
artificial root body of the tooth. 
0011. According to claim 2, there is provided the artificial 
root of the tooth as claimed in claim 1, wherein the self 
tapping part is a first Self tapping part provided at the top of 
the artificial root body of the tooth. 
0012. According to claim 3, there is provided the artifi 
cial root of the tooth as claimed in claim 1, wherein the self 
tapping part is a Second Self tapping part in a Saw-blade 
shape, provided on a Screw thread of the male thread part. 
0013. According to claim 4, there is provided the artifi 
cial root of the tooth as claimed in claim 1, wherein the self 
tapping part comprising, a first Self tapping part provided at 
the top of the artificial root body of the tooth, and a second 
Self tapping part in a Saw-blade shape provided on a Screw 
thread of the male thread part. 
0014. According to claim 5, there is provided the artifi 
cial root of the tooth as claimed in claim 1 or claim 4, 
wherein the first Self tapping part comprising a triple blade. 
0015 According to claim 6, there is provided the artifi 
cial root of the tooth as claimed in claim 3 or claim 4, 
wherein the Screw thread of the male thread part has a 
Section on the Side of the base end of the Screw thread, at 
which the Second Self tapping part in a Saw-blade shape is 
not provided. 
0016. According to claim 7, there is provided the artifi 
cial root of the tooth as claimed in claim 6, wherein the 
Screw thread of the male thread part has a Section on the Side 
of the base end of the screw thread, positioned at the first 
crest or from the first crest to the halfway of the second crest 
counted from the base end of the screw thread, at which the 
Second Self tapping part in a Saw-blade shape is not pro 
vided. 

0017. Therefore, according to the present invention, the 
artificial root of the tooth is provided with the artificial root 
of a tooth, comprising the artificial root body of the tooth 
having the male thread part to be engaged with the jawbone 
and also having the Supporting Stage on which the artificial 
tooth is mounted, and with the Self tapping part on the 
artificial root body of the tooth. Therefore, the self tapping 
part may cut the thread by itself and become engaged with 
the jaw bone, and after engagement, the cut particles of the 
jaw bone may go inside the receSS part of the Self tapping 
part. The bone particles may grow and eventually form the 
new bone at the receSS part, whereby the Stable mounting 
Status may be obtained. 
0018. The self tapping part may comprise, the first self 
tapping part provided at the top of the artificial root body of 
the tooth, or the Second Self tapping part in a Saw-blade 
shape, provided on the Screw thread of the male thread part, 
or both the first and the Second Self tapping parts. 
0019. In any case, because the thread cutting mechanism 
has been added to the artificial root of the tooth, it is no 
longer necessary to form the female thread part in advance. 
Further, the cut particles of the jaw bone would go inside the 
receSS part of the first Self tapping part, or inside the receSS 
part in the Saw-blade shape of the Second Self tapping part, 
where the bone particles may grow and eventually form the 
new bone, thereby the Stable mounting Status may be 
obtained. 
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0020 For example, the first self tapping part may pref 
erably comprise a triple blade. 

0021 Further, when the screw thread of the male thread 
part has a Section at the base end of the Screw thread, at 
which the Second Self tapping part in a Saw-blade shape is 
not provided, it is possible to prevent the deposition of 
bacteria or food waste particles at that part. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

0022. The invention will be described below in detail 
with reference to the accompanying drawings, in which: 
0023 FIG. 1 is a perspective view, showing an overall 
Structure of an artificial root of a tooth according to a first 
embodiment of the present invention; 
0024 FIG. 2 is a front view, showing an overall structure 
of the artificial root of the tooth according to the first 
embodiment of the present invention; 
0025 FIG. 3 is views according to the first embodiment 
of the present invention, wherein FIG. 3(a) is a view as 
viewed by an arrow a-a of FIG. 2, and FIG.3(b) is a view 
as viewed by an arrow b-b of FIG. 2; 
0.026 FIG. 4 is a perspective view, showing an overall 
Structure of an artificial root of a tooth according to a Second 
embodiment of the present invention; 
0.027 FIG. 5 is a front view, showing an overall structure 
of the artificial root of the tooth according to the Second 
embodiment of the present invention; and 
0028 FIG. 6 is a view according to a prior art, showing 
a State of a tooth to which an implant therapy has been given. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE 
INVENTION 

First Embodiment 

0029. A first embodiment of the present invention will 
now be described with reference to FIGS. 1 through 3. 
FIG. 1 is a perspective view showing a structure of an 
artificial root of a tooth according to the first embodiment, 
and FIG. 2 is a front view of the artificial root of the tooth. 
There is an artificial root body of a tooth 1 in an axial shape, 
having a male thread part 3 in order to become engaged with 
a hole (not shown) which has been formed in the jaw bone 
in advance. The artificial root body of the tooth 1 also has a 
Supporting Stage 5 at the base, on which an artificial tooth 
(not shown) may be mounted. The Supporting stage 5 has a 
hole 7 drilled inside, on which surface a female thread part 
9 has been formed. Thus, a tooth mounting of the artificial 
tooth (not shown) is inserted in the hole 7, and the artificial 
tooth is engaged with and Secured to the female thread part 
9, via the male thread part formed on that artificial tooth. 
0030) As illustrated in FIGS. 1, 2 and 3(b), each of crests 
of the male thread part 3 is in a Saw-blade shape, Serving as 
a Second Self tapping part 11. Further, there is a first Self 
tapping part 15 provided at the top of the artificial root body 
of the tooth 1. The first self tapping part 15 has a triple blade 
structure, and as illustrated in FIG. 3(b), there are three 
blades 17 provided at even intervals to each other. Thus, 
when the first self tapping part 15 and the second self 
tapping part 11 are Screwed into a hole, which has been 
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formed in advance in the jaw bone (not shown), the first self 
tapping part 15 and the Second Self tapping part 11 will form 
a female thread part on the surface of that hole, whereby the 
first Self tapping part 15 and the Second Self tapping part 11 
become engaged with the formed female thread part. 
0031. The function of the present embodiment will be 
explained with reference to the Structure as discussed above. 
0032) First, when the implant therapy is done, a hole at a 
predetermined diameter is first drilled at a predetermined 
position of the jaw bone (not shown). Thereafter, the arti 
ficial root of the tooth according to the present embodiment 
is inserted into the drilled hole. At that time, the first self 
tapping part 15 and the Second Self tapping part 11 will form 
the female thread part on the surface of the hole, whereby the 
first Self tapping part 15 and the Second Self tapping part 
become engaged with the formed female thread part. When 
the artificial root of the tooth is engaged with and Secured to 
the hole of the jaw bone, the artificial tooth (not shown) is 
mounted on the Supporting Stage 5. Thereafter, the necessary 
treatment will be given, and the implant therapy will be 
completed. 

0033. When the artificial root of the tooth is mounted 
according to the above method, with reference to the first 
Self tapping part 15 and the Second Self tapping part 11, the 
bone particles, which have been formed during the forming 
of the female thread part, will go inside the receSS part of the 
first Self tapping part 15 and that of the Second tapping part 
11. In addition, the jaw bone will newly grow and also go 
into the first Self tapping part 15 and the Second self tapping 
part 11, whereby the new bone will be formed. Conse 
quently, the Stable mounting Status of the artificial root of the 
tooth may be obtained. 
0034. In particular, the bone particles will go into three 
spaces between the three blades 17 of the first self tapping 
part 15, and the jaw bone will newly grow and also go into 
these spaces, whereby the new bone will be formed there. 
Similarly, the bone particles will also go into the receSS part 
of the Saw-blade shape of the Second Self tapping part 11, 
into which the jaw bone will newly grow and form the new 
bone. 

0035. The present embodiment has the following merits. 
0036 First, the bone particles will go, into the spaces 
between the three blades 17 of the first self tapping part 15, 
as well as into the Saw-blade shape part of the Second Self 
tapping part 11. In addition, the jaw bone will newly grow 
and go into the Spaces and Saw-blade shape part, whereby 
the Stable mounting Status may be obtained. Therefore, it is 
possible to provide the Stable Secured Status for a long time, 
not only for the artificial root of the tooth, but also for the 
artificial tooth in itself. 

0037) Second, because the first self tapping part 15 and 
the Second Self tapping part 11 may form the female thread 
part on the jaw bone by themselves, it is not necessary to 
form Such a female thread part in advance. Consequently, the 
therapy will be facilitated, and the therapy time will be 
reduced. 

0038. Third, as compared with the case of being engaged 
with the female thread part which has been formed in 
advance, when the artificial root of the tooth forms the 
female thread part by itself and becomes engaged with the 
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female thread part formed thereby, it is possible to obtain 
Stronger Securing Status. This is because the male thread part 
3 of the artificial root of the tooth becomes in stronger and 
tighter contact with the formed female thread part. 

Second Embodiment 

0.039 A second embodiment of the present invention will 
now be described with reference to FIGS. 4 and 5. In the 
first embodiment, the Second Self tapping part 11 in a 
saw-blade shape is provided for all the crests of the male 
thread part 3. However, according to the Second embodi 
ment, the Second Self-tapping part 11 in a Saw-blade shape 
is not provided, from the first crest to the halfway of the 
Second crest, counted from the Supporting Stage 5. Thus, the 
first crest and the half of the Second crest from the Support 
ing Stage, 5 are not in a Saw-blade shape, but in an ordinary 
shape of Screw thread. The number of crests not being in a 
Saw-blade shape, is not limited to the present embodiment. 
The reason for providing the crest or crests not being in a 
saw-blade shape will be explained as below. 
0040. The upper end part of the artificial root of the tooth, 
that is the part near the Supporting Stage 5, is located 
relatively close to the oral cavity. There would be various 
bacteria or food waste particles remaining in the oral cavity, 
which would possibly go through the Space between the 
artificial tooth and the gum-ridge, and eventually reach the 
upper end part of the artificial root of the tooth. In this case, 
if the Screw thread is in a Saw-blade shape, there might be 
a deposition of the bacteria or the food waste particles, 
which would result in the multiplication of bacteria. Thus, 
from the first crest to the halfway of the second crest near the 
Supporting Stage 5, the Screw thread is in an ordinary shape, 
without having the Second Self tapping part 11 in a Saw-blade 
shape, So that the uneven Surface can be removed in order to 
prevent the deposition of bacteria and food waste particles. 
0041. The present invention is not limited to the first and 
Second embodiments as described above. 

0.042 For example, the first self tapping part 15is not 
limited to the triple-blade structure. It is also possible to be 
provided with two blades, or with four or more blades. 
0043. In the first and the second embodiments, both the 

first Self tapping part and the Second Self tapping part are 
provided. However, it is also possible to provide only one of 
these Self tapping parts. 
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0044) Further, the structures shown in the drawings are 
only examples of the invention, and the modification or 
alternation may be made as long as it is not departing from 
the Spirit of the present invention. 

What is claimed is: 

1. An artificial root of a tooth, comprising: 

an artificial root body of a tooth, provided with a male 
thread part to be engaged with a jawbone, and with a 
Supporting Stage on which an artificial tooth is 
mounted; and 

a Self tapping part provided on Said artificial root body of 
the tooth. 

2. The artificial root of the tooth as claimed in claim 1, 
wherein Said Self tapping part is a first Self tapping part 
provided at the top of said artificial root body of the tooth. 

3. The artificial root of the tooth as claimed in claim 1, 
wherein Said Self tapping part is a Second Self tapping part 
in a Saw-blade shape, provided on a Screw thread of Said 
male thread part. 

4. The artificial root of the tooth as claimed in claim 1, 
wherein Said Self tapping part comprising, a first Self tapping 
part provided at the top of said artificial root body of the 
tooth, and a Second Self tapping part in a Saw-blade shape 
provided on a Screw thread of Said male thread part. 

5. The artificial root of the tooth as claimed in claim 1 or 
claim 4, wherein Said first Self tapping part comprising a 
triple blade. 

6. The artificial root of the tooth as claimed in claim 3 or 
claim 4, wherein Said Screw thread of Said male thread part 
has a Section on the Side of the base end of Said Screw thread, 
at which said Second Self tapping part in a Saw-blade shape 
is not provided. 

7. The artificial root of the tooth as claimed in claim 6, 
wherein Said Screw thread of Said male thread part has a 
Section on the Side of the base end of Said Screw thread, 
positioned at the first crest or from the first crest to the 
halfway of the second crest counted from the base end of 
Said Screw thread, at which Said Second Self tapping part in 
a Saw-blade shape is not provided. 


